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February aoi-u,

Deputy Minister,
Ontario Department of Mines,
Parliament Buildings,
Toronto 2, Ontario. -

Attention; Departmental Geophysicist 

Dear Sir:

A copy of a letter from the Supervisor, Mining Lands Branch, regarding a 
magnetic survey submitted by this Company as assessment work, has been received 
from the Mining Recorder. The survey, covering underwater claims on Firstrook Lake, 
Firstbrook Township, was found unacceptable to the Department by reason of the wide 
spacing of the magnetometer linea-.

During the past year Colebucke Mines, Limited and its associated Company, 
Silverbucke Mines Limited have carried out extensive magnetometer surveys. The area 
covered by these surveys is shown on the enclosed map. Since a part of the work 
carried out covers claims on which assessment work is demanded, some of the surveys 
will be submitted in due course, and it is hoped that the following comments will 
receive your constructive criticism and advice:

I*   The reasons for Conducting geophysical surveys.

Surveys in the Sasaginaga - sharp Lake area of Coleman Township, were carried 
out in the hope that it would be possible to trace a Keewatin syclinal structure, 
striking north-west from Cobalt, with which horizons of Keewatin iron formation are 
associated, and which is believed to underlie most of the production area of the 
Cobalt camp. Reconnaissance surveys in the eastern part of -th* Firstbrook Township 
were planned with the same object in view. During the course of the latter work, 
much unfavourable ground was eliminated, and an anomaly was discovered on the claims 
in Lot 2, Concessions l and 2 of Firstbrook Township. A detailed survey was then 
planned to fill in the picture in the vicinity of the anomaly. Firstbrook Lake lies 
along the projected strike of the syncline referred to above. For this reason, a 
detailed survey was laid out on the ice of the lake, but dangerous ice forced its 
abandonment after little more than a reconnaissance was performed. Detailed surveys 
were carried out in Lots l, 2, 3, of Concessions IV and V, Bucke Township in order to 
extend geological information obtained from mapping.

The point is that in no case did assessment requirements form the reason for 
initiating a survey. The reasons, as stated above were:

Tracing favourable or magnetic "marker" horizons. 
Eliminating unfavourable ground. 
Extending geological information.

(Cont'd on page 2)
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Planning Magnetic Surveys

All plans were sharpened by economic limitations and the time factor, 
Since much ground was held under option, it was desirable to eliminate unfavourable 
areas as quickly as possible in order to concentrate remaining resources on the most 
likely ground. Accordingly, thought was given to the following considerations, the 
maximum allowance being taken in each case in order to cheapen and speed up the work:

(a) Geological Considerations;

It was reasoned that the flat-lying formations of the Cobalt Series would 
allow wider spacing between magnetometer lines than would steeply dipping 
formations. Where anomalies were found, more work would be done.

(b) Type of Instrument;

A Schmidt balance type instrument would be used for reconnaissance and 
for work in areas of low order anomalies. When anomalies were of a high 
order, advantage would be taken of tile greater speed of the Davidson 
"super-dip" magnetometer.

All surveys were carefully tied together and were integrated by means 
of conversion charts which were built up by comparisons across the full 
scales of the various instruments.

It is noted that the Ontario Department of Mines' requirements governing 
submission of geophysical surveys, allows latitude in the choice of spacing between 
the lines of a survey inasmuch as "the choice of spacing between the lines and the 
station intervals along the lines depend on local conditions and on the size of the 
survey." The point here is that at the time the surveys were planned, there appeared 
to be no incompatibility between practical considerations and the requirements of 
the Department.

It will be noted that the surveys which have been submitted and those 
eventually to be submitted, in each case tarn integral parts of much larger surveys. 
It is felt that the Firstbrook Lake survey might have been found acceptable to the 
Department had the above facts been known; and it is in the hope of clarifying the 
situation in regard to the surveys still to be submitted that this letter has been 
written.

Yours very truly,

SILVERBUCKE MINES LIMITED 
(No personal liability)

TCK:hm  -T. C. geefer
cc: Mr. S* J* Mason, 

Mining Recorder, 
Haileybttry, Ontario.
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Limestone and Dolomite

PRE- CAMBRIAN
KEWEENAWAN
Diorite Dikes

Diabase (Nipissing) Sills

HURONIAN
3 FIRSTBROOK GROUP Mainly reddish thin bedded slates (8a.),

x'"

minor quartzite (8b.) ft thin bedded gre^n slate (8c) t grey wacke (8d.)

COBALT GROUP Mainly conglomerate (70.), with some Inter 

bedded slate ( 7b.) ( and slatey greywacke (7c), minor quartzite 

and greywacke { 7d.) t local basal breccia and rubble conglomerate 

(76.)

ALGOMAN
Granite

TIMISKAMING
Conglomerate (5a.), greywacke (5bl, slate (5c)

KEEWATIN
PETERSON LAKE GROUP Mainly pillowed andesite (4a.) ;

some cherty banded sediments (4b.)

CLEAR LAKE GROUP Mainly banded slatey sediments and 

iron formation (3a.), inter-bedded with andesite (3b), rhyolite 

breccia ft tuff I3c); some diorite and gabbro sills (3d.)

CROSS LAKE GROUP Mainly acidic volcanics (2a.), rhyolite 

tuff and breccia (2b.), minor andesite (2c V

FARR CREEK GROUP Andesite (la.) -t pillow lava (Ib.), 

minor rhyolite tlc.).

SYMBOLS

Alteration.

Boundary and approximate limits of ottered areas

s

Thrust fault. ^ assumed, 

Normal fault. assumed. 

Faults t character unknown. 

Pillow lava - direction of top of flow.

Direction of top of bed - using grain gradation, cross- 

bedding, flow contacts.

Strike and dip of bedding 

Geological boundary , defined.

^ Synclinal axis

- r 
v Anticlinal axis

L Direction of glacial striae.

Outcrop 

Road 

Trail

* -^ Power Line 

^ Swamp

Strike-of bedding- dip vertical.

assumed.

Magnetic Surveys- reconnaissance.

Magnetic Surveys- detailed.

Assessment work required - Colebucke

Assessment work required - Silverbucke
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